
 

RSA® LINK 
The One-Stop Shop for Product Support 

 

OVERVIEW 
At RSA, our aim is to ensure that the products we 

provide work toward our customers’ individual and 

enterprise security goals.  This can only be made 

possible by streamlining support and educating our 

users on their product security needs. 

RSA Link, the customer support portal and online 

community that has replaced RSA SecurCare Online 

(SCOL) and the RSA communities on the Dell EMC 

Community Network (DECN), is a one-stop shop for all 

customer service needs.   

On this website users can access documentation, 

downloads, advisories, knowledge base articles and 

more, while also having the ability to participate in real-

time discussions with other customers, partners, and 

RSA employees. 
 

 

Each RSA product is represented by its own section—or 

space—on the website, which makes it easy to find 

product-specific content.   

 

COMMUNITY 
Each product space also has its own dedicated 

community where users can post discussions and 

questions relating to the product.   

This makes it easy for customers, partners, and RSA 

employees to collaborate on issues they encounter, as 

well as to discuss and receive feedback on various ways 

to implement and integrate the products. 

 

The product communities are also where you can find blog 

posts and other industry content that helps you get the 

most out of your RSA products, and where you can learn 

about the latest features and releases. 

 

 

DOCUMENTATION AND 
DOWNLOADS 
RSA Link is where users can find all documentation and 

downloads relating to their RSA products.  Nearly all product 

documentation is publicly accessible and can even be found 

via search engines such as Google, Yahoo, and Bing. 

In an effort to make it more intuitive to find this content, 

the documentation and downloads are organized by product 

version and are no longer segregated as they were on RSA 

SecurCare Online. 

 

 

ADVISORIES 
All product announcements, as well as technical and 

security advisories, (formerly known as SCOL Notes and 

Advisories) are found and distributed on RSA Link. 

Users can easily find the advisories that interest them, and 

also have the option to subscribe to them in order to 

receive email notifications when new advisories are 

published. 

 

Customers with active maintenance contracts will 

automatically be subscribed to the advisories for their 

product(s) upon logging in and will not have to subscribe 

manually. 



 

KNOWLEDGE BASE 
The RSA Knowledge Base, which includes thousands of 

articles that address known issues and product tutorials, 

is fully integrated with RSA Link.  Similar to product 

documentation, all knowledge base articles are now 

publicly accessible without the need to register. 

Additionally, each product now has its own knowledge 

base, which allows users to search for articles specific to 

the products that interest them. 

 

Knowledge base content is also searchable using the 

global search on RSA Link, as well as on the search bar 

for each product, which means that articles will appear 

in search results alongside product documentation and 

community content.  This helps users to receive the 

information that will be most helpful to them with the 

least amount of effort. 

 

 

 

CASE MANAGEMENT 
Using the Case Management portal on RSA Link, 

customers are able to seamlessly transition from 

browsing the community and product documentation to 

accessing their open support cases. 
 

 

 

Within the Case Management portal, customers have 

the ability to view existing support cases, open new 

cases, view and manage existing products and 

maintenance contracts (referred to as entitlements), 

access product version upgrades, manage their 

advisory subscriptions and also manage their team to 

determine who has access to the same information. 

 
 

A new case creation form has also been introduced to make 

the process of engaging RSA Customer Support even more 

intuitive and to promote related articles when possible. 
 

 
 

RSA UNIVERSITY 
The RSA University is where users can find training materials 

such as free eLearning, virtual labs, and instructor-led 

courses. 

The available curriculum addresses not only RSA products but 

also overall security concepts and principles, as well as cyber 

defense training. 

 
  

CONCLUSION 
RSA Link is intended to be a one-stop shop to obtain 

everything needed to get the most out of the RSA product 

suites.  Start taking advantage of all that it has to offer by 

registering for an account today! 


